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Censorship & Visual Culture seeks to explore
the impact that censorship, with its multiple forms
and apparatuses, has exerted on the
development and manifestation of visual culture
worldwide. Since the age of the first societies in
human history, pictures and images have played
and are still playing an essential role in the
creation, organisation and perpetuation of social
and political orders. Together with other non-
textual products, they shape the sphere of visual
culture, through which ideas are often introduced
and conveyed. For this reason, political powers
have commonly sought to legitimise themselves
and to strengthen their standings through visual
culture. Yet, visual culture has often also
challenged political powers through the
introduction and circulation of other images of
contradictory character, foregrounding certain
conditions or realities that states, governments
and political groups may prefer to conceal.

Censorship has been one strategy that such and
other political powers have employed to confront
the unwanted appearance of certain materials in
the visual sphere. Often understood as the
centralised assessment of material and the
enforcement of restrictions vis-à-vis the
circulation of those deemed inappropriate for
one reason or another, censorship is commonly
perceived as a well-organised mechanism
geared towards suppressing the communication
of certain types of information. However, the way
it operates may be much more complex and
indirect for at least two key reasons. Firstly,
because censorship relies on the interpretation
and judgement of specific institutions and
individual censors. Secondly, because censorship
tends to trigger informal layers of suppressive
systems and assessment mechanisms, such as
cultural conventions, grassroots censorship, and 

self-censorship. In our time, these also include
state, corporate, and private forms of algorithm
engineering, further dissociating censorship from
any of the tangible powers invested in controlling
visual culture.

In seeking to explore how censorship has
affected the development and manifestation of
visual culture worldwide, Censorship & Visual
Culture creates a platform for scholars from a
wide range of academic fields and disciplines to
experiment with an underused research
paradigm. Indeed, more traditionally, the study of
visual censorship has revolved around the
questions of what, why, and how visual materials
have been excluded from a given visible sphere,
and what practices have developed to share
them within restricted social circles, nevertheless.
While still interested in elaborating
understandings about these issues as well, the
workshop is even more eager to consider What
representational conventions and image-
production practices have emerged precisely
due to censorship restrictions and how these
representational conventions and image-
production practices have subsequently
continued to shape the historical and more
recent visual cultures familiar to us today.

Censorship & Visual Culture will investigate these
and related issues in connection with examples
and case studies from any historical period. It will
particularly expand the knowledge base about
the conception, implementation, and operation
of visual censorship against the background of
the explosion of image-production and
communications technologies that occurred
between the late modern period and our time.
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The years between the 18th and 19th centuries
saw the transition from an ancient regime of
public communication to a new media system, in
which politics became more and more
spectacularised. The military dimension was
particularly affected by this great media
transformation, due to the appearance of new
visual products capable of offering a virtual
participation in war events of the time. The most
effective one was the panorama, a 360-degree
extended canvas that allowed for an immersive
and emotional experience on the battlefields.
Panoramas had an impressive visual and
communicative potential: they built specific
narratives and pursued specific policies of
spectacularisation, thus attracting interest from
institutions. This last aspect deserves further
investigation.

This paper aims at investigating the intertwining
between the sphere of consumption and the
sphere of politics at the roots of the panoramic
medium, demonstrating how in the first half of
the 19th century panoramas went from being a
private business to becoming part of the
celebratory machines of different political
regimes, gaining fundings on the one hand, but
being increasingly subjected to censorship
mechanisms on the other. In particular, I will
present as a case study that of France, which
experienced between 1814 and 1870 sudden
regime changes, from the Restoration to the fall
of the Second Empire. Stuck in this political

instability, panoramists, already active in Paris
from 1790s, were caught in a precarious
balancing act, that oscillated between self-
censorship and cooperation with State-
apparatuses. In particular, the careers of Pierre
Prévost (1764-1823) and Jean-Charles Langlois
(1789-1870) will be examined. Through them, it
will be possible to highlight the complex
relationship between a power in search of self-
legitimisation and the panoramists who were
looking for success but also affirmation of their
own aesthetic independence, despite an
increasingly pervasive censorship.

ALESSANDRO GRELLI
University of Padova, Italy / Ca'Foscari University of
Venice, Italy / Pantheon-Sorbonne University, France

Between Self-Censorship and State Control: The Production
of Military Panoramas in 19th-Century France (1814-1865)

Alessandro Grelli is a PhD candidate in
Historical, Geographical and Anthropological
Studies at the University of Padua and the
University Ca’ Foscari in Venice (supervisor: Prof.
Enrico Francia), undertaking a double degree
with the Université Paris 1 Panthéon-Sorbonne
under the supervision of Prof. Bertrand Tillier. His
research project - Warmania: travelling through
war panoramas during the long 19th century - is
devoted to the study of the role of military
panoramas in the processes of mediatisation,
spectacularisation and touristification of war in
19th-century Europe. Alessandro Grelli is a
member of SISSCO, the Italian Society for the
Study of Contemporary Italy, and of the
International Panorama Council (IPC), the
international organisation of panorama
specialists. 
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The renowned print series Los Caprichos (1799) by
Francisco de Goya (1746-1828) was removed
from the market only fourteen days after its
publication. There has been much speculation
about the possible causes, and recent studies
(Reva Wolf 2022) have examined the role of
censorship in Goya's prints and drawings. There is
another process in Goya's graphic work, which is
that of self-censorship. A dramatic
transformation occurs between the original
drawings and the final prints, smoothening out,
for instance, the harshness of some anticlerical
scenes. In Goya's context, censorship was rather
implicit, with the strong presence of the
Inquisition, particularly during the Bourbon
Restoration and other conservative political
periods.

The satirical draughtsman and engraver J. J.
Grandville (1803-1847) was a great admirer of
Goya, starting to copy the Caprichos around
1830. Censorship laws in France were
alternatively abolished and reestablished,
following the drastic changes of political
regimes. In the early 1830s, Grandville published
his scathing caricatures in satirical journals such
as La Caricature and Le Charivari, showing an
unequivocally anticlerical, republican mindset. A
strict censorship in 1835 led artists to shift from
political to social caricature. During this period,
Grandville made some of his greatest works in
volumes such as Scènes de la vie privée et
publique des animaux (1842) and the
outstandingly original Un autre monde (1844).

This paper aims to analyse in parallel the process
of censorship and self-censorship in the works of
Goya and Grandville, focusing on political
criticism, particularly regarding the Church and
the aristocracy. In order to convey their critical
ideas while avoiding censorship, both artists used
similar resources, such as animal imagery, literary
references and fantasy. This can be seen in
Goya's Disasters of War (1810-1814) and
Proverbios (c.1815-1823), and in many of
Grandville's literary illustrations, such as La
Fontaine’s Fables (1838).

PAULA FAYOS-PEREZ
University of Strasbourg, France / University Complutense of Madrid, Spain

Censorship and Self-Censorship in Goya and Grandville:
A Parallel Study

Paula Fayos-Perez wrote her PhD thesis in
History of Art at the University of Cambridge
about the influence of Goya's Caprichos on 19th-
century French art and literature, which she is
now publishing as a book (CEEH, 2023). After her
PhD, she worked for a year as a researcher at the
private collection of the Duke of Wellington in
London. In 2022, Paula has received a
postdoctoral fellowship "Margarita Salas" from
the Spanish government and the European Union,
to work for one year at the University of
Strasbourg and another year at the Complutense 
University of Madrid. She is currently teaching at
Strasbourg on Goya and Romanticism.
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Honoré Daumier is the most famous caricaturist
from 19th-century France, perhaps of all time,
and while his responses to censorship in the
illustrated press have been explored at length,
his paintings have been treated as an image-
production practice that is somehow immune to
censorship pressures. Daumier's paintings are
often dismissed as an unfortunate side project
lacking the political resonance, technical facility,
and humor of his graphic work. His 1849 The
Martyrdom of Saint Sebastian is an early
experiment in paint. Flattened and overly
theatrical, it has been dismissed as an alarming
formal failure by the artist.

This paper will make a case that this canvas is
not a departure from the artist's interest in
politics or exploration of subversive speech. It will
establish important links between Saint
Sebastian and the lithograph: "The New St.
Sebastian: Virgin and Martyr" (Le Charivari,
December 25, 1849). The print places the journal
Charivari as the archer about to loose his next
arrow into Dr. Véron's overextended torso. The
journal had just battled Véron in a defamation
case, a key strategy of repression in the
censorship of visual culture at this time.

Far from portraying the sensuous martyr
penetrated by arrows in Renaissance paintings,
this paper will show how Saint Sebastian is a
difficult, unresolved experiment, carrying
associations with religious hypocrisy and
censorial litigation and reaching to find form for 

political dissent in paint. Instead of painterly
ambivalence, Saint Sebastian offers evidence of
the artist straining between modes of
representation, between canonical abstraction
and biting contemporaneity, testing tendencies
toward satire and the boundaries of free
expression. Through Daumier's two Saint
Sebastians, we can understand more about the
breadth of his political project and uncover
creative representational conventions for
subversive expression in moments of government
repression.

ERIN DUNCAN-O'NEILL
University of Oklahoma, USA

Arrows and Quills: Daumier's St. Sebastian and Press
Censorship

Erin Duncan-O'Neill is an Assistant Professor at
the University of Oklahoma, specializing in
nineteenth-century European art. Her research
focuses on print culture, politics, and censorship.
Her forthcoming book, Art Against Censorship:
Honoré Daumier, Comedy, and Resistance in
19th-Century France (Manchester University
Press) investigates the artist's subversive
paintings of seventeenth-century literary satirists
in moments when political speech was censored.
La Fontaine, Molière, and Cervantes offered vital
representational strategies to Daumier's visual
arts practice in the face of stifling censorship,
and their famous characters, narratives, and
motifs allowed him to filter his political
statements through a newly glorified literary past.
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During the forty years the German Democratic
Republic existed (1949–89), photo books played
an essential role in public visual communication.
As much as these publications from East
Germany may vary in their forms, purposes, and
meanings, they all have one thing in common:
Before a book was ready for publication, it had
to pass a rather complicated and deeply political
licensing process. In astonishing details, the
publishing house had to negotia- te with the
Ministry of Culture on the book's planned content
and making: from the author’s intention and
political attitude to the type of paper, the print
run, and even the graphic design.

In my paper, I want to focus on the photographic
work of Dirk Alvermann (1937–2013), one of the
most acclaimed and collected yet remarkably
understudied photo artists from East Germany.
As a teenager and self-trained photographer, he
started drafting maquettes for pho- to books.
During his career (spanning the 1960s and '70s),
he published six photo books with very different
contents and diverse styles. They all faced
tremendous interventions by the reviewers
working for the Ministry of Culture.

Far beyond the mandatory process of issuing
licensing numbers, these reviewers operated as
unofficial yet seminal co-workers during the
publishing process. They had to comment on both
the artistic and political intentions of the
photographer/author. Today, these extensive

dossiers and correspondences form a valuable
source for social and photo history researchers.
Those papers provide profound insights into
planning, creating, and decision-making
processes—embedded in a social realm that
heavily controlled aesthetic and political
convictions. I contend that we should address the
reviewers' work as a particular form of
censorship: an ongoing mediation between
enabling and inhibiting a publication.

STEFFEN SIEGEL
Folkwang University of the Arts, Germany

The Reviewer as Censor? On the Political Premises for
Producing Photo Books in East Germany

Steffen Siegel has been a professor for the
theory and history of photography at Folkwang
University of the Arts, Essen (Germany) since
2015. At Folkwang, he is the director of the
master program "Photography Studies and
Research" as well as the PhD program for the
theory and history of photography. Among his
most recent publications are Fotogeschichte aus
dem Geist des Fotobuchs (Göttingen: Wallstein
Verlag, 2019), "Weiterblättern! Neue Perspek-
tiven der Fotobuchforschung" (special issue of
Fotogeschichte 41 (1), 2021, co-edited with Anja
Schürmann) and "Circulating Photographs"
(special issue of History of Photography 45 (1),
2021, co-edited with Antonella Pelizzari).
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This paper explores the practice of elimination of
people declared political enemies from
graduation photo albums in Stalin's Russia. These
albums, popular in USSR during Stalin era, usually
included photographs of teaching staff and
students, but also those of the university
management and Soviet leadership. After being
declared "enemies of the people" and arrested,
university managers, professors and students
disappeared from group photographs which
were inked, scratched or excised.

I would like to argue that this kind of editing
cannot be confused with conventional censorship
operating in public sphere. Being a collection of
snapshots representing the life of a corporation,
graduation album occupies an intermediate
position between private and public spheres,
between a unique family album and a photo
book published in thousands of copies. Unlike the
portraits of Stalin's close associates which were
airbrushed by professional censors and then
published in central press (see David King, The
Commissar Vanishes), the portraits of the
"enemies" were removed from graduation albums
by their colleagues.

In my paper, I will examine three graduation
albums, those of Leningrad Electrotechnical
Institute of Communications (1931-1936),
Leningrad Institute of Road Construction (1930-
1935) and V. M. Molotov Moscow Evening

Institute of Mechanization of Socialist Agriculture
(1931). The emphasis will be put on motives
behind the editing and the place of this practice
in relation to ordinary censorship.

DENIS SKOPIN
Independent scholar

With Ink and Blade: Editing Graduation Photo Albums in
Stalin’s Russia

Denis Skopin earned a PhD in Philosophy from
Paris 8 University. He held several research
positions, including that of a research director at
Maison des sciences de l'homme (Paris) and
taught at the Faculty of Liberal Arts and Sciences
of St. Petersburg University. His research and
teaching interests range across photography
studies, political philosophy and history, with
focus on photographic practices and circulation
of photographs under dictatorships and
authoritarian regimes. He has published
numerous articles in English, French and Russian.
He is also the author of three monographs: La
photographie de groupe et la politique de la
disparition dans la Russie de Staline [Group
Photography and the politics of Disappearance
in Stalin's Russia]. Paris, Harmattan, 2015; Œdipe
sous l'objectif. La photographie et la
psychanalyse [Oedipus under the lens.
Photography and Psychoanalysis]. Paris,
Harmattan, 2018 and Photography and Political
Repressions in Stalin's Russia: Defacing the
Enemy. London, Routledge, 2022.
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This paper recasts political cartoons as a
pictorial-textual form of visual culture
representing a critical voice in opposition to
formal and informal censorship. Employing the
post-structural intertextuality, I trace the
manifestations of the growing official
intolerance, corporatization and advancing
technological accessibility in redefining the form
and content of political cartoons as opposed to
the changing practices of censorship from a
state apparatus to an imposing moral ethos of
the ruling party.

In the wake of the national emergency, political
cartoons published in the print media
(newspapers, magazines, pamphlets) were
officially censured for the first time by the MISA
act in 1975. The political arbitrariness limited
freedom of expression, manifesting an ethical
conundrum for the cartoonists as revealed by
their anecdotes, memoirs and personal
interviews. Although the official censorship was
lifted in 1977, political cartoonists entered an
anxious phase of censorship on editorial desks
triggered by the memory of punitive
imprisonments up to 2013. Political cartoons lost
their sharp satire and resorted to indirect
criticism. The profiteering motives of corporate
agencies further shrunk the critical freedom of
these cartoonists.

With a centralizing and monolithic political party
coming to power in 2014, political cartoons were
ostracized from print media to avoid the

government’s "whip". Threatened by extinction,
political cartoonists carved an autonomous
space in the "new" media (blogs, websites, social
media) devoid of official censorship. The sharp
satire, critical fervour and vociferous voice
became evident in their direct expressions and
symbolism. The symbols, figures and gestures
acquired more realism to cater to a broader
audience. Contrarily, the official censorship
mutated into an imposing political ethos laden
with narrow nationalism and Hindutva,
challenging the autonomous expression of these
political cartoons. This paper explores the
mutating content and practice of political
cartoons and censorship, respectively, in relation
to one another.

ABHINANDAN SARKAR 
Jadavpur University, India

From Print Media to "New" Media: Censoring Political
Cartoons in India, 1975 to the Present 

Abhinandan Sarkar is a PhD student in the
Department of History at Jadavpur University,
India. Revolving around areas such as visual
culture, the political ethos of Bengal and the
semiotics of satirical cartoons, his PhD thesis is
titled Visual Culture and Politics: Study of Bengal
Politics through Political Cartoons, 1930-77.
Supervised by Prof Suchetana Chattopadhyay, it
locates the satirical tradition in Bengal within the
changing political ethos of postcolonial India.
Previously Sarkar obtained an M.Phil in History
from Jadavpur University and an MA in History
from the University of Hyderabad, India.
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This paper looks at the censorship of western
photographic images in contemporary Egypt to
question the aesthetics of such iconoclastic
interventions. Specifically, this examination
focuses on a series of photographs gathered
from photographic history books sold in Cairo
bookstores. Since the invention of photography,
the representation of women and, in particular,
the naked body has proven controversial in Egypt
and much of the Arabic speaking world. These
censored photographic images to speak to the
ideological role of the state and the complexity
of image politics in Egyptian society.

Imported photographic art books are scrutinized
for approval by governmental agencies ahead of
sale to the public. In these collections various
well-known photographs have been transformed
in the publications available in Cairo's bookstores
and some of these books include, The Photo
Book: A History Vol. 1 (Badger & Parr, 2004) and
Photographers A-Z (Koetzle, 2011) amongst
others. After passing through the state-run
organization, al Riqqaba Ala El Musanafat El
Fanneya [Censorship of Creative Arts], a veiled
filter stands between the public and the original
photographs. The process entails hand-painting
each photographic image in each book edition
to block the gaze onto the naked body. In this
iconoclastic transformation of the original
photograph there exists certain aesthetic
ambitions in the bowdlerising act, which, can, at

times appear to resonate with the spirit of
experimentation found in photomontage. In this
way the photographic surface becomes a space
for the encounter between the original
photograph and the censorship act as the human
body is caught between conflicting gazes.

RONNIE CLOSE
American University in Cairo, Egypt

Anonymous Interlopers: Egyptian State Censorship of
Western Photography Books

Ronnie Close is an Associate Professor at the
American University in Cairo, Egypt. He has
shown visual work in exhibitions including: The
Photographers Gallery London, The National
Football Museum and Brighton Photo Biennial
and his film projects have been reviewed in
Frieze Magazine and Photoworks, amongst
others. He has written two monographs, Cairo's
Ultras: Resistance and Revolution in Egypt's
Football Culture (AUC Press, 2019) and
Decolonizing the Image: A New History of
Photographic Cultures in Egypt (Manchester
University Press, 2023). Other writing has
featured in Disassembled Images: Contemporary
Art After Allan Sekula (University of Lieven, 2019),
Architecture and Filmmaking (Intellect Books,
2019), Photography Reframed (I.B. Tauris, 2018)
and Magazine Press in the 20th Century: A
Global History (Routledge, 2023).
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On 5 August 2019, the Indian government led by
the Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) revoked Article
370 of the Indian constitution, which had granted
Jammu and Kashmir's special status of semi-
autonomy within India. On the same day, the
whole region was put under military lockdown
and a communications blackout, with phone
services and internet connection being fully
interrupted.

Starting from the events taking place on 5
August 2019, this paper discusses censorship in
relation to the production and circulation of
images from Kashmir. While the events of August
2019 showed an increase in restrictive measures,
I do not take August 5th as the starting point for
censorship in the region. Rather, I use it as a
benchmark showing the changes in how
censorship was applied to Kashmir, vis-à-vis the
new technologies and new forms of
communication, and the traces it bears in the
visual field.

I explore the types of photographs that
circulated immediately after the events both
online and offline, and the further attempts that
were made at limiting their circulation. I focus on
two sets of images: the photojournalistic images
published by the New York Times and the
photographs taken by four social activists as part
of their report on the aftermath of August 5th. My

aim here is to understand how censorship shaped
image-production, making photographs a site of
negotiation for representing the everyday reality
of Kashmir. In particular, I argue that censorship
is what made the events of August 2019—a
turning point in the contemporary history of the
region— visible in particular ways.

SILVIA GENOVESE
University of Edinburgh, UK

Productive Censorship: The Circulation of Photographs
from Kashmir After 5 August 2019

Silvia Genovese is a fourth-year PhD candidate
in South Asian Studies at the University of
Edinburgh, where she holds a Principal’s Career
Development Scholarship. Her research analyses
the exchanges between photography, digital
media and censorship, taking Kashmiri
photojournalism and documentary photography
as a case study. She investigates the significance
of photographs from Kashmir as generated
through everyday circulatory flows, to understand
where images intersect with and forge political
meanings. Genovese obtained her MA in South
Asian Studies from Leiden University, where she
researched Western documentary photography
of Asia. She has experience with undergraduate
social and visual anthropology teaching both at
the University of Edinburgh and at University
College London (UCL) and have served as Editor
of The South Asianist Journal.
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The selfie is the most common form of a
photograph posted in online spaces. However,
for the woman sex worker, posting self-portraits
on social media is, at times, a precarious
practice that results in the selfies of sex workers
routinely hidden, sporadically banned, censored,
and suspended from social media platforms. Sex
workers continue to post self-portraits in online
spaces despite the Internet being deghettoised
of transgressive sex cultures at an alarming rate.

This paper is shaped by a theoretical framework
of surveillance, sexuality, identity construction
and the weaponisation of photography as a
gendered form of violence against marginalised
women. The methodology employed is an
interdisciplinary approach of arts-based and
ethnographic research strategies. Drawing on
data collected from 450 sex workers, the paper
presents an analysis of how women sex workers
have responded to forms of censorship. In doing
so, it demonstrates that the selfie for the woman
sex worker is an effective means for political
protest, visual activism, creative destruction, and
resistance to stigma and shame. It addresses
how the visual ecologies of sex work are shaped
by moral and social gentrification of social media
spaces in response to American anti-trafficking
government legislation, SESTA-FOSTA.

Hostile online oppressive environments are
forcing an evolution in the visual culture of sex
work. A change in the visual culture that is
politically driven by sex workers who use selfies
as a statement about visibility and the right to
exist in online spaces. 

CAMILLE MELISSA WARING
University of Westminster, UK

Deghettoising of the Internet: Cleansing the Internet of
Transgressive Sex Sub-Cultures

Camille Melissa Waring is a fourth-year PhD
candidate at the Centre for Research and
Education in Arts and Media, School of Arts,
University of Westminster, London. Her current
research interests explore body politics, visual
criminology, sexual violence, and social media.
Her most recent publications are "The Prostitute
and the PhD: Navigating Academic Spaces as a
Tainted Researcher," Student Sex Work (2022);
"Visual Violence: Sex Worker Experiences of
Image-Based Abuse," National Ugly Mugs
(2022); and "Schooled for Rape," MAI Feminism
and Visual Culture (online, 2021). Camille is the
founder of the feminist creative resistance and
visual arts rebellion website Photographic
Theorist.
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South Africa's apartheid regimes between 1960
and 1990 were known for amendments and
invoking laws such as the Public Safety Act
following the 1960 Sharpeville massacre. In 1967,
a more draconian law was introduced, the
Terrorism Act, to protect the white social order
and economic privileges. In addition to limiting
rights to appeal, the law restricted the freedom
of South African political and social activists to
organise and mobilise. This limitation also meant
activists under the judicial banning order were
prevented from building an emotional connection
or were not allowed to use media publications to
sensitise their causes. Marietta Kesting (2017)
argued that the regime's enforcement of visual
censorship was also a structure to divide and
control Black South Africans' desires and
aspirations.

This paper explores how human rights
organisations such as Amnesty International, a
British institution between 1960 and 1990,
traversed South Africa's apartheid censorship
through grassroots resistance networks. These
networks consisted of family members of
incarcerated activists, human rights lawyers, and
the African National Congress (ANC), supplying
information and photographic materials to the
transnational group. A careful reading of
Amnesty's visual culture in relation to the anti-
apartheid campaigns that circulated in Britain
and their afterlife brings to fore Stuart Hall's note
that "Archives are not inert historical collections.

NELLY ATING
Cardiff University, UK

Visual Politics: Amnesty International's Evasion of
Apartheid Regime Censorship

Nelly Ating is a second-year PhD student at
Cardiff University's School of Journalism, Media
and Culture as part of an ESRC funded
partnership. Her research focuses on
interrogating Amnesty International's visual
advocacy and activism in Nigeria and South
Africa between 1960 and 1990. In addition to her
research journey at Cardiff University, Ating is a
photojournalist who focuses on questions of
identity, social movements, extremism, and
migration.
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They always stand in active, dialogic relation to
the questions which the present puts to the past"
(Hall 2001, 92). This dialogic relation illuminates
institutional archive invisibilities, the right to
photographic visibility, and the range of haptic
images in coordinated frequency. Therefore,
Amnesty's photographic archive of detained,
tortured, and harassed South African activists
circumvented the imaginary realm of apartheid
propaganda, by tactfully invoking human rights
languages, carefully written human rights reports
with data, and using media networks to amplify
Black sensibilities and disseminative power. This
further illustrates the role that transnational
human rights networks played in shaping the
representational conventions of "new ways of
seeing" incarceration, which now form part of
the national cultural archive.



Visual experiences are ubiquitous in our digital
present and play an important role, particularly
on social media. In the age of massive image
production, platforms such as Instagram or TikTok
act as distribution channels for user-generated
content (UGC) and thus have an important
influence on shaping society today. Using their
terms of service, big tech companies regulate the
content shared and impose their viewpoints
through content moderation and filtering
algorithms. These regulations concern political,
social and ideological as well as private issues
such as LGBTQIA+, nudity, menstruation, sex work,
but also content on racism, hate speech,
suicidality, and self-injurious behavior and are
based on both economic and political interests
of the companies. Publicly well-known instances
of how these internal guidelines affect society
can be seen in Meta's involvement in targeted
advertisement during the US elections in 2016 or
the censorship of non-male non-white and/or
non-binary identities and bodies particularly on
Instagram.

When it comes to censorship both visual and
textual filter algorithms as well as content
moderation are deployed. More and more users
are therefore developing strategies to
circumvent censorship and share their content
without hindrance. In the process, practices
pertaining to search functions and increasing the

findability of content are emerging, for example
by adapting hashtags using so-called
"algospeak". Moreover, common social media
formats such as tutorials are appropriated and
modified, e.g. the make-up tutorial shared by
Feroza Aziz on TikTok in 2019, in which she talked
about the reality of life for Uyghurs in China while
curling her eyelashes.

Thus, through this paper, I want to shed light on
practices of bypassing censorship in digital
culture, by analyzing examples of how users
incorporate the functionality of social media into
their image production.

CHARLOTTE REUß
University of Applied Arts Vienna, Austria

Terms of Use(rs): Strategies of Bypassing Censorship on
Social Media

Charlotte Reuß is based at the University of
Applied Arts Vienna, working on her dissertation
project Visual Arts' Accessibility in the Digital
Realm. Since 2020, Reuß has also worked at the
same institution as part of the project IMAGE+
Platform for Open Art Education. Her main
academic interests focus on accessibility and
economisation of culture, and her work also
considers digital cultures, media art, and
copyright law, among other topics.
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This paper debunks the fabricated stir around the
"controversial" photographs of Eva Perón taken
by Gisèle Freund (1908-2000). Reportedly, their
publication in Life magazine in December 1950
caused the Argentine State's censorship, the
national ban of Life magazine, and an
international diplomatic conflict betwen
Washington and Buenos Aires.

The photo-reportage of the First Lady, which
gave rise to numerous myths, capped off Gisèle
Freund’s exile years in Argentina (1941-1950),
where the Jewish, Franco-German photographer
and sociologist Freund had found refuge during
WWII.

In autobiographical accounts, Freund also upheld
that her nominal effacement from Magnum Photo
Agency, the legendary photographer collective
founded by Henri Cartier-Bresson, Robert Capa,
David "Chim" Seymour, et al., in 1947, was due to
her intrepid photographic record. The explosive
combination (hypothetically) was ignited in times
of McCarthyism by her reportage on Evita and
the mythical international scandal ensuing. It is
this construction of her life and career that critics
have ceaselessly echoed by taking Freund's own
narrative at face value.

Countering the legend fabricated for publicity, I
examine the Evita photo reportage and its
varying publications across Europe (France,
Switzerland) and the Americas (Mexico) against

the backdrop of official Peronist iconography
and the regime's history of censored publications.
The role of words for framing images is crucial in
my analysis. A good story is always better than
the unembellished truth. Mystique was Freund's
rhetorical weapon. In conclusion, I show that the
repetition mechanism is the key for magically
turning fake news into facts, as well as images
into icons. 

CLARA MASNATTA
Independent scholar

Who’s Afraid of Eva Perón? The Manufactured
Controversy of Gisèle Freund's Photo Reportage of Evita

Clara Masnatta gained her PhD from Harvard
and Humboldt University of Berlin. An
independent curator, scholar, and author based
in Berlin and Buenos Aires, she is the author of
Gisèle Freund: Photography on the Stage
(Diaphanes, 2023, forthcoming) and several book
chapters in "Disassembled Images": Allan Sekula
and Contemporary Art (Leuven U. P., 2019); La
cámara como método. La fotografía moderna de
Grete Stern y Horacio Coppola (Eterna
Cadencia, 2021); ERRANS (ICI Berlin Press 2022);
About Raymond Williams (Routledge, 2010).
Masnatta curated the exhibition Gisèle Freund:
Exposición-Espectáculo at the Museo Sívori in
Buenos Aires, under the auspices of the Ministry
of Culture of Buenos Aires, in cooperation with
the IMEC, Institut Français, and INA in France.
She was a Fellow at the ICI Berlin Institute of
Cultural Inquiry (2014-16, Affiliated 2016-18) and
is currently associated with the Museo Evita -
Instituto Nacional de Investigaciones Históricas
Eva Perón.
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Jean Straker [1913-1984] was a prolific producer
of photographs of nude women in the 1950s and
1960s via his Visual Arts Club (established 1951)
and Academy of Visual Arts (remodelled 1961) in
London’s Soho district. With a permanent
exhibition of prints for sale, and nightly classes
where amateur photographers could study nude
models, Straker saw himself as a populariser of
artistic photography and a pioneer for liberal
approaches to bodily visibility. His refusal to
conceal pubic hair and genitals in his
photographs led to high-profile prosecutions
under the Obscene Publications Act; his soapbox
trials made him an anti-censorship figurehead;
his ‘Freedom of Vision’ teach-ins united MPs and
university students, artists and publishers, nudists
and models.

Straker argued that his photography was
"decorous, imaginative, artistic, enlightening and
wholesome" and that it offered a British parallel
to the Kinsey Institute as "sociological,
psychological, anthropological enquiry". He
styled his photographs of women as
"gynaecography". Whether he used these
framings only for protection from British obscenity
law remains uncertain. Photographic historian
Bob Pullen (2008) states it is incorrect to read
Straker's work as "erotica hiding behind a
pseudo-academic shield". Straker's
contemporary supporters felt the same way. As
journalist Paul Doncaster put it, "He is not one of
those camera technicians who set blatant poses
of synthetic allure for the half-crown back-street

bookseller." Straker, he argued, "holds a unique
position in the British contemporary scene as
originator of the most exhaustive library of
photographs of the nude produced by any one
photographic artist in the world". It is true that
Straker has left an abundance of material to
evaluate, with 10,000 studio negatives across a
range of styles, court papers and anti- censorship
publications. To this corpus I have added new
interviews with family members to put Straker's
photography in the dock, once again, to see
what evidence it might provide for understanding
nude photography as art, obscenity, science and
sexology in censorious 1960s Britain.

ANNEBELLA POLLEN
University of Brighton, UK

Art, Science, Sociology, Pornography? Jean Straker’s
Gynaecography in the Dock

Annebella Pollen is Professor of Visual and
Material Culture at the University of Brighton,
where she studies the lives and afterlives of
objects and images across a range of periods
and case studies. She is widely published in the
history of photography. Her books in this area
include Mass Photography: Collective Histories of
Everyday Life (2015); Photography Reframed:
New Visions in Contemporary Photographic
Culture (2018, co-edited with Ben Burbridge) and
Nudism in a Cold Climate: The Visual Culture of
Naturists in Mid-Twentieth-Century Britain (2021).
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The implementation of censorship was essential
in the establishment and maintenance of the
conservative apartheid apparatus in South
Africa. Controlled visual imagery was employed
to propagate Afrikaner nationalism, promoting a
united imagined community. They relied on
censorship to prohibit works that did not promote
their agendas, blaming public immorality for their
decisions. In this paper I highlight two of the
apartheid government's goals: Firstly, their
attempt to separate the "white" from the "black"
population, and secondly to "protect" the
population's morals through the repression of
sexualised ideals and images, since all sexual
activity was considered sin and a challenge to
authority. Its repression re-instated the
government's patriarchal views.

This hermeneutic phenomenologically situated
paper considers notions of God's apparent
sanction of white Afrikaner superiority as a
means to justify the removal of the sculptural
work Man and Woman by Moses Kottler, a
foreign-born artist, in 1957. The work,
commissioned by the state for the Population
Registration building, caused immediate
controversy, due to nudity of the figures, referred
to as an "ideal fearless couple", supposedly
representative of the South African population,
as well as suggestively referred to as "The Roving
Hand". This paper reveals a fundamental
contradiction between how the work was
commissioned, approved and installed, yet

ultimately repudiated and proscribed by the
state. The reasons provided for this action were
not, on the surface, overtly political in nature, but
instead focussed on the so-called preservation of
public morals.

By relying on archive materials, I investigate how
the understanding of the sanctity of the nude
(female) body was deployed in service of
preserving "public morals" and "Christian values".
I discuss how these articulations helped to
solidify nationalism in public consciousness and
argue that tactical reasons for proscribing the
visual arts were fuelled by ideological goals,
often validated by dogmatic Dutch Reformed
morals. 

DELÉNE HUMAN
University of Pretoria, South Africa

"Sex is Sin!" A Contrived Landscape of Afrikaner Morality:
Prohibiting Moses Kottler's Commissioned Man and
Woman (1957) during Apartheid South Africa

Deléne Human is a visual artist and lecturer in
Art Education at the Faculty of Education at the
University of Pretoria. Her PhD thesis is titled
Censorship and Proscription of the Visual Arts in
South Africa from the 1950s until the 1970s. Her
research interests include visual meaning-making
processes, as well as censorship and proscription
of the visual arts in South Africa. Human has
published in the fields of art history and art
education and she is also a practising artist with
specialisation in sculpture and installation
artworks. Over the past decade, she has also
participated in and curated numerous
exhibitions.
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Gil Pasternak is Professor of Photographic Cultures and
Heritage in the Photographic History Research Centre (PHRC)
at De Montfort University (UK). Combining political science,
cultural history and critical theory, his work investigates
intersections of photography with liberal-democratic politics,
populism, and cultural heritage practices. His recent
publications include The Handbook of Photography Studies
(2020); Visioning Israel-Palestine: Encounters at the Cultural
Boundaries of Conflict (2020); and the special issues
"Photography in Transitioning European Communist and Post-
Communist Histories" (Photography & Culture, 2019) and
"Photographic Digital Heritage in Cultural Conflicts"
(Photography & Culture, 2021). In 2018-2021 Pasternak served
as Project Leader of Digital Heritage in Cultural Conflicts –
DigiCONFLICT, a European Commission funded international
research project that explored the impact of digital heritage
in nationally-framed zones of cultural conflict.
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Claudio Monopoli
claudio.monopoli@phd.unipd.it
University of Padua
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University of Verona

Claudio Monopoli is a PhD Candidate in Historical,
Geographical and Anthropological Studies at the University
of Padua, Ca'Foscari University of Venice, and the University
of Verona. He is interested in cultural history, visual history
and photographic history and his PhD research project is
entitled The Origins of Pornographic Photography: Sexuality,
Technology and Culture in Italian Society, 1839-1919. Monopoli
is a member of several historical research societies, including
SISF (Italian Society for Photography Study), CSC (Cultural
History Center), and SISSCO (Italian Society for
Contemporary History Study). In spring 2022, he was a
Doctoral College Visiting Research Student in the
Photographic History Research Centre (PHRC) at De Montfort
University in Leicester (UK), where he worked with Professor
Gil Pasternak as mentor.
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